The diverse lives of progenitors of hydrogen-rich core-collapse supernovae: the role of binary interaction
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ABSTRACT

Hydrogen-rich supernovae, known as Type II (SNe II), are the most common class of explosions observed following the collapse of the core of massive stars. We used analytical estimates and population synthesis simulations to assess the fraction of SNe II progenitors that are expected to have exchanged mass with a companion prior to explosion. We estimate that 1/3 to 1/2 of SN II progenitors have a history of mass exchange with a binary companion before exploding. The dominant binary channels leading to SN II progenitors involve the merger of binary stars. Mergers are expected to produce a diversity of SN II progenitor characteristics, depending on the evolutionary timing and properties of the merger. Alternatively, SN II progenitors from interacting binaries may have accreted mass from their companion, and subsequently been ejected from the binary system after their companion exploded. We show that the overall fraction of SN II progenitors that are predicted to have experienced binary interaction is robust against the main physical uncertainties in our models. However, the relative importance of different binary evolutionary channels is affected by changing physical assumptions. We further discuss ways in which binarity might contribute to the observed diversity of SNe II by considering potential observational signatures arising from each binary channel. For supernovae which have a substantial H-rich envelope at explosion (i.e., excluding Type IIb SNe), a surviving non-compact companion would typically indicate that the supernova progenitor star was in a wide, non-interacting binary. We argue that a significant fraction of even Type II-P SNe are expected to have gained mass from a companion prior to explosion.
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1. Introduction

Core-collapse supernovae (SNe) are explosions that occur at the end of the evolution of massive stars and mark the birth of neutron stars and black holes (e.g., Baade & Zwicky 1934; Bethe et al. 1979; Woosley et al. 2002; Heger et al. 2005). They can be observed as transients that, in some cases, temporarily outshine the entire host galaxy. We are currently anticipating a wealth of data that should become available from ongoing and near-future automated surveys with robotic telescopes, such as the Zwicky Transient Facility (Bellm 2014; Smith et al. 2014), the All-Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae (ASAS-SN, Shappee et al. 2014), Pan-STARRS (Kaiser et al. 2010), and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST, LSST Science Collaboration 2009). The hope is that these surveys and follow-up campaigns will allow us to address many of the still unanswered questions about these explosions and their progenitors.

Observationally, the following two main groups of core-collapse SNe can be distinguished: “hydrogen rich supernovae”, that show clear signs of hydrogen in their spectra, and “stripped-envelope supernovae”, where hydrogen signatures are absent or only present at the early times, see Filippenko (1997) and Gal-Yam (2017) for reviews. The first group contains a variety of subtypes including II-P (which have light curves that show a distinctive flat plateau), II-L (which show a light curve declining linearly in magnitude), Ibn (which show narrow hydrogen lines in their spectra, interpreted as signatures of interaction with circumstellar material), and Type II-peculiar or 87A-like which display a dome-shaped light curve resembling the famous case SN 1987A, see Arcavi (2017) for a recent review. Throughout this paper we mention “hydrogen-rich” or equivalently “Type II” supernovae (SNe II), we refer to all the subclasses mentioned above. Another group seems to result from progenitor stars that were stripped of most or all of their hydrogen-envelope prior to explosion. This group of “stripped-envelope” SN progenitors includes Type IIb (which is a transitional class that only shows evidence for hydrogen at early times), and Type Ib, Ic, Ic-broadlined, and Ibn (which show no signatures of hydrogen), see Pian & Mazzali (2017).
The progenitors of core-collapse SNe are believed to spend most of their lives as early-B- and O-type stars. These stars are very often found to be members of close binary systems, as several recent studies have shown (Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Sana et al. 2012, 2013; Chini et al. 2012; Kiminki & Kobulnicky 2012; Dunstall et al. 2015; Moe & Di Stefano 2017; Almeida et al. 2017). The majority of binary systems are close enough that the progenitor stars are expected to interact with their companion during their lifetime prior to explosion. This raises the question of how binary interaction affects the final explosion properties, and in particular whether binarity plays a central role in the observed diversity among core-collapse SNe (e.g., Nomoto et al. 1996).

Binarity is now commonly considered as one of the explanations for stripped-envelope SNe. This is because mass transfer to a companion star provides a natural mechanism for a star to lose its hydrogen-rich envelope (e.g., Kippenhahn & Weigert 1967; Podsiadlowski et al. 1992; Nomoto et al. 1996; Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Smith et al. 2011; Eldridge et al. 2013). It provides an alternative to the hypothesis that the progenitors of these hydrogen-poor SNe live in isolation and lose their envelope as a result of stellar winds and eruption of mass-loss episodes of very massive (and thus rare) stars (e.g., Begelman & Sarazin 1986; Gaskell et al. 1986; Georgy et al. 2012; Groh et al. 2013a). The binary scenario can help explain the high relative rate of stripped-envelope SNe (e.g., Smartt et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2011; Li et al. 2011; Eldridge et al. 2013; Graur et al. 2017b), the difficulties to detect their progenitors in pre-explosion images (e.g., Van Dyk et al. 2003, 2018; Maund et al. 2005; Maund & Smartt 2005; Smartt et al. 2009; Eldridge et al. 2013; Cao et al. 2013, see however Yoon et al. 2012, Eldridge et al. 2013, and Tramper et al. 2015), and their low ejecta masses (e.g., Ennsman & Woosley 1988; Drout et al. 2011; Taddia et al. 2015; Lyman et al. 2016).

Binarity is less often considered in the case of hydrogen-rich, Type II SNe. This is probably because binarity, at first glance, does not seem to be needed to explain these events, especially the most abundant Type II-P SNe. For example, single stellar models predict stars with initial masses between about 8 and 25 $M_\odot$ to end their lives as red supergiants (e.g., Woosley & Heger 2006; Groh et al. 2013b). Such stars have extended envelopes that typically contain several solar masses of hydrogen. Analytical calculations and numerical simulations of the light curves and spectra that would result from the successful explosion of such progenitor stars are able to reproduce the main features reasonably well, including the characteristic plateau in the light curve that is the defining signature of Type II-P SNe (Popov 1993; Filippenko 1997; Bersten et al. 2011; Dessart et al. 2013; Morozova et al. 2016). Furthermore, searches for progenitors in pre-explosion images of Type II-P SNe indeed show the presence of presumably single red supergiants at the explosion site in several cases (Van Dyk et al. 2003; Maund & Smartt 2005; Smartt et al. 2009).

However, the fact that massive stars so often are detected with a close companion implies that many progenitors, even of Type II SNe, will experience some kind of binary interaction during their life. Indeed, many studies have considered binarity as a possible explanation of unexplained observed characteristics of SNeII and have addressed the role of binarity in the context of hydrogen-rich SNe, from various perspectives, including Podsiadlowski & Joss (1989), Podsiadlowski et al. (1990), Tutukov et al. (1992), Podsiadlowski (1992), De Donder & Vanbeveren (2003), Eldridge et al. (2008, 2011), Smartt et al. (2009), Vanbeveren et al. (2013), Justham et al. (2014), Smith & Arnett (2014), Zapartas et al. (2017a), Soker & Gilkis (2018) and most recently the set of comprehensive simulations by Eldridge et al. (2018).

The aim of this paper is to estimate the importance of the role of binarity in the lives of the progenitors of hydrogen-rich supernovae. For this, we (1) identify the main evolutionary scenarios for single and binary stars that lead to hydrogen-rich SNe, (2) estimate their relative rates, (3) investigate the robustness of these findings against uncertainties, and (4) discuss the possible implications of binarity on the properties of SNII progenitors and comparing with the observed rates and statistical properties of these events.

Our paper is organized as follows. We first present an overview of the main evolutionary channels (Sect. 2). Subsequently, we estimate the relative rates for the different channels using two approaches. Firstly, by performing simple analytical estimates based on idealized assumptions (Sect. 3). Secondly, by comparing with the results obtained from a suite of full binary population synthesis simulations, where we also discuss the robustness of our findings against uncertainties in our model assumptions (Sect. 4). In the same section we also compare the numerical results with our analytical estimates and with the results obtained in earlier theoretical studies.

We find that a third to half of Type II SNe progenitors are expected to have experienced mass exchange with a binary companion through Roche-lobe overflow (LOF), in many cases including the merging of the two stars, before explosion. We discuss the possible end fate of the progenitors and the observed SNeII for each of these channels, and whether binary evolution can help explain the diversity among SNeII (Sect. 5). We summarize our findings in Sect. 6.

2. Overview of single and binary evolutionary channels that lead to hydrogen-rich SNe

Hydrogen-rich SNe can originate from a variety of evolutionary channels. The simplest scenario concerns the evolution of a massive single star that ends its life as a red supergiant. This scenario has historically received most attention and has been successful in explaining various observed characteristics. Here we are interested in the additional contribution of evolutionary scenarios that involve interaction with a binary companion.

Studies that considered binary interaction in the context of core-collapse SNe have focused mainly on the fate of the initially more massive “primary” star. This star loses part or all of its hydrogen envelope when it fills its Roche lobe. This channel has therefore been considered as a promising evolutionary path that gives rise to stripped-envelope SNe of Type IIb, Ib and Ic depending on the degree of stripping. If the envelope is not removed entirely, such progenitors could in principle lead to short duration Type II SNe (e.g., Eldridge et al. 2018).

Less attention has typically been given to the fate of the companion star, which is expected to accrete part of the envelope of the primary. More complex evolutionary channels involve the merger between the two stars in a binary system. Some mass gaining companions or the merger products will in principle also give rise to hydrogen-rich supernovae if they retain their hydrogen envelope until the end of its life.

We distinguish five main scenarios that give rise to hydrogen-rich SNe, that is, scenarios that lead to stars with cores massive enough to collapse and that still have substantial hydrogen envelopes at the moment of explosion. In the remainder of this section we will describe each of these and discuss qualitatively how the hydrogen-rich SNe that result from these channels may differ or be similar to those resulting from single stars. We show a schematic overview in Fig. 1. The channels we consider for the progenitors of SNeII are:
Effectively single stars: stars that did not interact with a companion either because they are isolated or in wide binary orbits (Sect. 2.1).

- Mass gainers: stars that accreted mass from their companion and were then ejected from the binary when the companion exploded (Sect. 2.2).

- Main-sequence mergers: mergers of two relatively unevolved main-sequence (MS) stars (Sect. 2.3).

- Post-main-sequence mergers: mergers of a primary star that has evolved off the main sequence (postMS) with a relatively unevolved secondary star (Sect. 2.4).

- Reverse mergers: mergers resulting from reverse mass transfer from the evolved secondary with the naked core of the primary (Sect. 2.5).

Other binary channels may also lead eventually to SNe II, for example a donor star that is only partially stripped as a result of stable RLOF (Claeys et al. 2011; Yoon et al. 2017; Göttberg et al. 2017). Another example involves the initially less massive progenitor spiraling-in but not merging during common-envelope evolution (CEE) triggered by the initially more massive donor star. However, in numerical tests we find these evolutionary scenarios to be rare. We discuss them in Sect. 4 and list their expected rates in Table 1.

2.1. Effectively single stars

Single stars with initial masses between about 8 and 25 $M_\odot$ have historically been considered as the progenitors of hydrogen-rich SNe. The mass boundaries quoted above depend on assumptions in the stellar models concerning internal mixing, mass loss and rotation. Since this channel has been discussed very extensively in the literature, we will be brief here and refer to Heger et al. (2003) and Groh et al. (2013b) for discussions. Stars in very wide binaries are expected to evolve similarly to genuinely single stars, and we refer to this extended group of SN II progenitors that evolve without binary interaction as effectively single stars.

2.2. Mass gainers

SN II progenitors may originate from stars that have accreted mass through stable RLOF from a companion. These progenitors were the initially less massive secondary star of a binary system. The secondary star is usually still relatively unevolved when the primary fills its Roche lobe, because of its longer evolutionary timescale. The mass gainer is therefore expected to still reside on its main sequence phase in most cases when mass transfer is initiated.

Not all mass gainers are expected to give rise to hydrogen-rich SNe. First, they need to grow a core massive enough to collapse. Stars that are born with a mass below the threshold for single stars to produce a SN ($M \sim 8 M_\odot$), can in principle become massive enough after accreting from their companion to eventually give rise to a core-collapse supernova (Zapartas et al. 2017a, hereafter Z17). The binary system of Persei is thought to be an example of such a system (Schootemeijer et al. 2018).

The progenitor also needs to retain a large fraction of its hydrogen envelope until explosion. If the stripped remnant of the primary still resides in orbit around the mass gainer, in most cases there will be no space for the mass gainer to expand and become a red supergiant. Instead, it will fill its Roche lobe and lose its envelope during a phase of reverse mass transfer. Reverse mass transfer can be prevented if the binary system gets disrupted. This is expected to happen in the large majority of cases when the primary star dies. The compact object that forms is believed to receive a natal kick, which is typically enough to unbind the system (Eldridge et al. 2011; Renzo et al. 2019). The secondary star becomes unbound and flies off with a spatial velocity similar to its orbital velocity prior to the explosion (Zwicky 1957; Blaauw 1961). In the minority cases that the primary SN does not unbind the system, the interaction of the secondary with the formed neutron star or black hole will likely remove the envelope and prevent a SN II.

Evolutionary calculations show that stars that accrete mass while they are still relatively unevolved are able to readjust their internal structure to their new higher mass. Their convective core grows and new fuel is mixed in to the central burning region. This results in the effective rejuvenation of the accreting star. After mass transfer ceases and the accretor has restored its thermal equilibrium structure, it is expected to closely resemble the properties of regular but rejuvenated single stars with a mass similar to the new higher mass of the accretor (Hellings 1983, 1984; Braun & Langer 1995; Dray & Tout 2007). After mass transfer, the accretor typically becomes the more massive star in the system.

Apart from gaining mass, the accretor is also expected to gain angular momentum and spin-up (Packet 1981; de Mink et al. 2013). This can result in rotationally induced mixing inside the star, affecting its further evolution (e.g., Maeder & Meynet 2000). It has been proposed that the rapid rotation rates observed in Be X-ray binary systems is the result of this process (e.g., Rappaport & van den Heuvel 1982). It is uncertain if this enhanced rotation can strengthen a preexisting magnetic field or generate one. Mass loss through winds may provide a way for the star to lose some of its angular momentum. This may be especially efficient in the presence of a large scale magnetic field, as has been observed for example in the accretor of the interacting Plaskett binary (Grunhut et al. 2013). However, in cases where winds are not strong, as for example in low metallicity environments, the star may retain its rapid rotation rate for a much longer part of its evolution. If angular momentum can be transported into the core, it is even possible to affect the explosion mechanism, potentially even resulting in a long Gamma Ray Burst (e.g., Cantiello et al. 2007). Smith & Tomlinsen (2015) argue that, due to the high rotation, the enrichment and the induced mixing of these stars, they may become Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs) and eventually progenitors of Type IIn SNe.

2.3. Main-sequence mergers

An alternative channel toward SNe II is the merger of two stars prior to explosion. We distinguish among different kinds of mergers based on the evolutionary phase of the stars involved in the process. When the two stars merge during their MS phase, the remnant is expected to evolve as a rejuvenated single star, of higher mass, that continues with central fusion of hydrogen (e.g., Glebbeek et al. 2013; de Mink et al. 2014; Schneider et al. 2016). The merger process may also lead to high rotational velocities and this can be a cause of enhanced magnetic fields (Schneider et al. 2016). Thus, its evolution may be similar to the case of mass accretion onto a secondary star, described previously. The degree of rejuvenation depends on the mixing induced by the merger processes. A fraction of the total mass is probably lost during the merging process (Lombardi et al. 1995, 1996). Similarly to the previously described scenario, SNe II from this channel can originate even from mergers of intermediate-mass stars, with initial mass $< M_{\text{min},ccSN}$, if the merger product becomes massive enough (e.g., Z17).
Type II SN progenitors

During postMS, stripped star with mass gainer may undergo a reverse mass transfer, leading to a CEE between the two stars. If the envelope is not ejected successfully, the two stars merge.

As the primary has already formed a compact hydrogen-exhausted core, it is expected to form the center of the merger product due to its higher density. The steep chemical gradient at the core-envelope boundary prevents mixing of hydrogen-rich material into the core (Mestel 1957; Mestel & Moss 1986; Justham et al. 2014). The post main sequence merger product is thus expected to be less rejuvenated than in the previous scenarios, if not at all.

The new star may have an unusual structure. Specifically, the mass of the core relative to that of the envelope may be either larger or smaller than expected for a single star, depending on how much mass was lost during the merger event. In case of a relatively low core to envelope mass ratio, the star may be less extended and thus have a higher surface temperature than an evolved single star of the same core mass. Such mergers may appear as a blue supergiant...

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the five main channels for progenitors of hydrogen-rich core-collapse supernovae (SNe II): (effectively) single stars, mass gainers, and three different types of mergers (MS+MS, postMS+MS and reverse). Light blue circles are MS stars, small dark blue circles are hydrogen-deficient cores and orange dashed shapes are hydrogen-rich envelopes, potentially during RLOF or merging. See the subsections mentioned in the bottom right corner of each path for more details.

2.4. Post-main-sequence mergers

Hydrogen-rich supernovae may also originate from mergers of a star that has evolved off the MS (postMS) with its less massive MS companion. The primary is typically crossing the Hertzsprung gap (HG) but can also be ascending the giant branch. Mergers occur when mass transfer is unstable, leading to a CEE between the two stars. If the envelope is not ejected successfully then the two stars merge.
In the first column we link each varied parameter with the corresponding simulation of Z17 whenever possible, although we assume SN II progenitors and on the ratio of stripped-envelope to Type II SNe, $\beta$.

Variations of the physical assumptions and initial conditions considered and their impact on the fraction of each evolutionary channel for SN II progenitors of the famous BSG for a significant part of their post-merger evolution. It has been suggested that the detected BSG progenitor of the famous SN 1987A is a merger product of this type (e.g., Podsiadlowski et al. 1990, 1992; Podsiałowski 1992; Vanbeveren et al. 2013; Glebbeek et al. 2013; Justham et al. 2014; Menon & Heger 2017; Vanbeveren et al. 2013).

Table 1. Variations of the physical assumptions and initial conditions considered and their impact on the fraction of each evolutionary channel for SN II progenitors of hydrogen-rich core-collapse supernovae: The role of binary interaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model in Z17</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Effectively</th>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>MS+</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>postMS+MS</th>
<th>Reverse</th>
<th>Spiraled-in</th>
<th>Partially</th>
<th>$R_{\text{stripped/II}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard assumptions (1)</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>Simple analytical estimate (Sect. 3)</td>
<td>−56.0</td>
<td>−16.0</td>
<td>−8.5</td>
<td>−15.0</td>
<td>−4.0</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−0.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Physical assumptions**

- **01** Accretion efficiency $\beta = 0$
- **02** Accretion efficiency $\beta = 0.2$
- **03** Accretion efficiency $\beta = 1$
- **04** Angular momentum loss $\gamma = 0$
- **05** Angular momentum loss $\gamma$ circumbinary disk
- **06** Merger $\mu_{\text{bin}} = 0$
- **07** Merger $\mu_{\text{bin}} = 0.25$
- **08** Merger $\mu_{\text{bin}} = 0$
- **09** Merger $\mu_{\text{bin}} = 1$
- **10** No natal kick in SN, $\sigma_{\text{kick}} = 0$
- **11** Extremely high kick in SN, $\sigma_{\text{kick}} = \infty$
- **12** $\alpha_{\text{CEE}} = 0.1$
- **13** $\alpha_{\text{CEE}} = 0.2$
- **14** $\alpha_{\text{CEE}} = 0.5$
- **15** $\alpha_{\text{CEE}} = 2.0$
- **16** $\alpha_{\text{CEE}} = 5.0$
- **17** $\alpha_{\text{C}} = 10.0$
- **18** $\lambda_{\text{CEE}} = 0.5$
- **19** $q_{\text{col,MS}} = 0.25$
- **20** $q_{\text{col,MS}} = 0.8$
- **21** $q_{\text{col,MS}} = 1.0$
- **22** $q_{\text{col,MS}} = 0.25$
- **23** $q_{\text{col,MS}} = 0.8$
- **24** $q_{\text{col,MS}} = 1.0$
- **25** Wind factor $\eta = 0.1$
- **26** Wind factor $\eta = 0.33$
- **27** Wind factor $\eta = 0.5$
- **28** Exclusion of failed SNe ($M_{\text{mix,ccSN}} = 20 M_\odot$)
- **29** $M_{\text{mix,ccSN}} = 7 M_\odot$
- **30** $M_{\text{mix,ccSN}} = 8 M_\odot$

**Initial conditions**

- **32** IMF slope for massive stars $\alpha_{\text{IMF}} = -1.6$
- **33** IMF slope for massive stars $\alpha_{\text{IMF}} = -2.7$
- **34** IMF slope for massive stars $\alpha_{\text{IMF}} = -3.0$
- **35** Initial q distr. slope $k = -1$
- **36** Initial q distr. slope $k = +1$
- **37** Initial period distr. slope $r = +1$
- **38** Initial period distr. slope $r = -1$
- **39** $Z = 0.0002$
- **40** $Z = 0.001$
- **41** $Z = 0.004$
- **42** $Z = 0.008$
- **43** $Z = 0.02$
- **44** $Z = 0.03$

**Binary fractions** (not taken into account in the uncertainty range presented in this study)

- **45** $f_{\text{bin}} = 0.3$
- **46** $f_{\text{bin}} = 0.7$
- **47** $f_{\text{bin}} = 0.99$

**Notes.** In the first column we link each varied parameter with the corresponding simulation of Z17 whenever possible, although we assume $f_{\text{bin}} = 0.5$ as standard in this study. Results from the simple analytical estimate in Sect. 3 are also shown. (1) The standard assumptions of our numerical model are discussed in Sect. 4.1. In summary: $\beta$; 10$^\circ$ (accretor’s thermal rate), $\gamma$; specific angular momentum of the accretor, $\mu_{\text{bin}} = \mu_{\text{acc}} = 0.1$, $\sigma_{\text{kick}} = 265$ km s$^{-1}$, $\alpha_{\text{CEE}} = 1.0$, $\lambda_{\text{CEE}}$: Dewi & Tauris (2000) & Tauris & Dewi (2001); $q_{\text{col,MS}} = 0.4$, $q_{\text{col,MS}} = 0.65$, $\eta = 1.0$, no failed SNe, $\sigma_{\text{BBF}} = -2.3$, $k = 0$, $\pi = -0.55$ (for O-type primaries) & 0 (for the rest), $Z = 0.014$, $f_{\text{bin}} = 0.5$.

(BSG) for a significant part of their post-merger evolution. It has been suggested that the detected BSG progenitor of the famous SN 1987A is a merger product of this type (e.g., Podsiadlowski et al. 1990, 1992; Podsiałowski 1992; Vanbeveren et al. 2013; Glebbeek et al. 2013; Justham et al. 2014; Menon & Heger 2017; Urushibata et al. 2018).
The end fate of this merger product is highly uncertain but it is anticipated to be an evolved massive star, very close to the end of its life, possibly leading to core collapse (Sparks & Stecher 1974; De Donder & Vanbeveren 2003; Sabach & Soker 2014, Z17). We only expect this type of merger in systems where the primary did not undergo core collapse to form a neutron star or a black hole. Mergers in the latter systems may potentially result in the formation of Thorne–Zytkow objects (Thorne & Zytkow 1977).

Mergers can also be triggered by unstable reverse mass transfer of the secondary toward the primary. In most cases the secondary has already gained mass during one or more prior mass transfer phases from the primary, which has lost its hydrogen-rich envelope in the process and has become a stripped He core or a white dwarf at the moment of merger. Therefore, both stars evolved in the process have already developed a hydrogen-exhausted core.

Reverse mergers

The fate of a binary system is mainly characterized by three initial parameters: the mass of the primary star, \(M_1\), the mass ratio between the two stars, \(q = M_2/M_1\), and the orbital period of the system, \(P\). Other physical parameters, such as the eccentricity or the spins of the stars are expected to play only a secondary role (e.g., de Mink & Belczynski 2015) and for simplicity we do not consider them here. Below we estimate the rate of SN II progenitors that followed a specific evolutionary channel, based on simple assumptions about the initial parameters of binary systems that lead to each channel.

Figure 2 shows the projection of the birth binary parameter on the initial orbital period and mass ratio \((P - q)\) plane for each evolutionary path that is discussed here. We focus on these two parameters because they are the most important in determining the evolution of a binary system. For a given mass ratio, the orbital period dictates to a great extent how large in radius the primary donor star needs to be to fill its Roche lobe. Stars in wider orbits need to expand more to initiate RLOF; which in general implies that they will be in a more advanced phase in their evolution at that moment. In addition to the evolutionary phase of the donor, the outcome of binary interaction depends also on the response of the companion star and on the impact of mass exchange on the orbit. For both effects, mass ratio plays a crucial role (e.g., Schneider et al. 2015).

We assume here that the initial distributions of \(M_1\), \(q\), and \(P\) are independent of each other, as it had been treated in most studies until now (e.g., Sana et al. 2012; Duchêne & Kraus 2013, see however Moe & Di Stefano 2017). The fraction \(X_i\) of SN II progenitors that followed a binary evolutionary path \(i\) will therefore be proportional to the product of the integrals of the initial distributions of these three parameters that this channel is expected to originate from. \(X_i\) is also by definition proportional to the initial frequency of binary systems, usually referred to as binary fraction, \(f_{\text{bin}}\) (such that \(1 - f_{\text{bin}}\) is the fraction of systems that consist of a single star at birth). To estimate the relative rate of each path, we choose the rate of single stars as the reference point. Thus, we approximate the fraction \(X_i\) of SN II progenitors that followed the binary evolutionary path \(i\) as:

\[
X_i = C \times f_{M_1,i} \times f_{q,i} \times f_{P,i} \times f_{\text{bin}}.
\]

The normalization factor, \(C\), is chosen such that the sum of all the fractions, \(\sum X_i\), equals unity. For the assumptions that we make in this section, after estimating each channel, we find that \(C = 1.12\).

The probability that a binary with a primary of initial mass in the range \([M_1, M_1 + dM_1]\) is formed follows the initial mass function (IMF), which for this calculation is assumed to have

![Graphical representation of constraints on initial parameters that we have assumed for our simple analytical estimate discussed in Sect. 3.](image)

**Fig. 2.** Graphical representation of constraints on initial parameters that we have assumed for our simple analytical estimate discussed in Sect. 3. The figure shows the projection of the initial binary parameter space in the period (\(\log_{10}(P)\)) – mass ratio (\(q = M_2/M_1\)) plane. Left (right) panel: final outcome of the primary (secondary) star, or the merger star that was formed after mass transfer from that component. The colored boxes show the simplified limits of the area from which each evolutionary channel originates. The hashed regions show the part of the parameter space that leads to merging triggered by the companion star in each case.

### 3. Analytical estimate of the relative rates

Before discussing the outcomes of our numerical population synthesis simulations, we present the results of a simplified analytical estimate of the expected relative contribution of each evolutionary channel discussed above. These simple estimates cannot replace the results from a more sophisticated simulation that takes into account many different aspects of single star and binary evolution. However, they can provide insight into which channels are likely the main contributors to each scenario without relying on the elaborate set of assumptions that enter into the detailed simulations.

The fate of a binary system is mainly characterized by three initial parameters: the mass of the primary star, \(M_1\), the mass ratio between the two stars, \(q = M_2/M_1\), and the orbital period of the system, \(P\). Other physical parameters, such as the eccentricity or the spins of the stars are expected to play only a secondary role (e.g., de Mink & Belczynski 2015) and for simplicity we do not consider them here. Below we estimate the rate of SN II progenitors that followed a specific evolutionary channel, based on simple assumptions about the initial parameters of binary systems that lead to each channel.

The probability that a binary with a primary of initial mass in the range \([M_1, M_1 + dM_1]\) is formed follows the initial mass function (IMF), which for this calculation is assumed to have

\[
X_i = C \times f_{M_1,i} \times f_{q,i} \times f_{P,i} \times f_{\text{bin}}.
\]
a slope of $\alpha_{\text{IMF}} = -2.3$ (Kroupa 2001). SN II progenitors that follow single stellar evolution paths originate from initial masses of $8 \lesssim M_1 / M_\odot \leq 25$ (e.g., Heger et al. 2003). Thus,

$$f_{M_1,i} = \frac{\text{IMF}_{\text{zero}}}{f_{M_1,i} = \int_{M_{i,\text{min}}}^{M_{i,\text{max}}} M^{-2.3} dM_1}{\int_{\ln 25}^{\infty} M^{-2.3} dM_1}.$$  (2)

The mass ratio $q$ follows an initial distribution, IQF, which we assume to be flat for the full range of mass ratios considered of $0.1 < q = M_2 / M_1 < 1$ (e.g., Sana et al. 2012). Thus,

$$f_{q,i} = \frac{\text{IQF}_{\text{zero}}}{f_{q,i} = \frac{\int_{q_{\text{min}}}^{q_{\text{max}}} dq}{\int_{q_{\text{min}}}^{q_{\text{max}}} dq}}.$$  (3)

The initial period distribution, IPF, is assumed to be a flat distribution in logarithmic space (e.g., Kiminki & Kobulnicky 2012) for the full range of periods considered ($0 < \log_{10} (P/\text{day}) < 3.5$, following the boundaries of Sana et al. 2012). So,

$$f_{P_{i}} = \frac{\text{IPF}_{\text{zero}}}{f_{P_{i}} = \frac{\int_{\log_{10} P_{\text{min}}}^{\log_{10} P_{\text{max}}} (d \log_{10} P)}{\int_{0}^{\infty} (d \log_{10} P)}}.$$  (4)

For this estimate we adopt a constant, mass-independent binary fraction of 0.5 for the period limits considered ($0 < \log_{10} (P/\text{day}) < 3.5$), which may even be on the conservative side for the mass ranges of SN progenitors that we focus on (e.g., Sana et al. 2012; Duchêne & Kraus 2013). Even if the binary fraction is higher when we include wider orbits, these wide systems will not lead to interaction, so they are considered as effectively single stars here for the purpose of their evolution.

Using Eq. (1), we calculate below the estimated fraction of each channel discussed in Sect. 2.

**Single stars.** For single stars, $f_{M_1,i}$ is 1 by definition and $f_{q,i} = f_{P_{i}} = 1$ because no companion is present for this channel. As $f_{q_{\text{min}}} = 0.5$, then $1 - f_{q_{\text{min}}} = 0.5$ too, which is used for this channel. So, $X_{\text{single stars}} = C \times 0.5 \sim 56\%$.

We note that in this calculation, for reasons of simplicity, we do not take into account possible progenitors that are in very wide binary systems and do not exchange mass with their companions (expected for periods of roughly $3.0 \lesssim \log_{10} P \lesssim 3.5$; Claeyts et al. 2011; Yoon et al. 2017). These stars would also evolve as effectively single stars and would contribute to this path involving no binary interaction. They are taken into account in our population synthesis findings in Sect. 4.2.

**Main-sequence mergers.** Mergers of two main-sequence stars are expected to originate from binary systems of short orbital periods typically of a few days (roughly $0 \lesssim \log_{10} P \lesssim 0.7$; Pols 1994; Nelson & Eggleton 2001; de Mink et al. 2007) in order for the primary to start mass transfer before completing central hydrogen burning. Therefore, $f_{P_{i}} = \text{IPF}_{0}^{0.7} \sim 0.2$. Merging is expected to take place in binary systems of unequal mass stars, with $q \lesssim 0.65$ for this period range (de Mink et al. 2007), thus $f_{q_{i}} \sim \text{IQF}_{0}^{0.65} \sim 0.61$.

The initial binary parameter space that leads to SNe II from main-sequence mergers is depicted in orange in the left panel. Since SNe II can originate from mergers involving intermediate-mass stars in case the merger products become massive enough to explode (e.g., Z17), we can make the rough assumption that $f_{M_1,i} \sim \text{IMF}_{0.5} \sim 1.25$, to allow for a contribution of intermediate-mass stars. We neglect here the possibility that some stars close to the upper mass threshold for Type II SNe can become Wolf–Rayet stars instead due to the increase in mass of the merger product. Taking into account also that $f_{q_{\text{min}}} = 0.5$, from Eq. (1) we get that $X_{\text{MS}+\text{MS mergers}} \sim C \times 0.076 \sim 8.5\%$.

**Post-main-sequence mergers.** Mergers of evolved stars with their MS companions originate from wider systems than main-sequence mergers ($\log_{10} P \geq 0.7$). We thus roughly estimate $f_{P_{i}} \sim \text{IPF}_{0}^{0.7} \sim 0.66$, using $\text{log}_{10} P = 3$ as the maximum initial period for binary interaction (e.g., Claeyts et al. 2011; Yoon et al. 2017). For merging to occur, a CEE phase needs to be initiated. Extreme mass ratio systems are prone to unstable mass transfer and thus to CEE, and although the exact value of the boundary is not well-constrained, we assume that this occurs for evolved donors in systems with $q \leq 0.4$, following previous works such as Wellstein et al. (2001), Hurley et al. (2002) and de Mink et al. (2013). In principle, CEE can alternatively lead to the ejection of the envelope, but in this simple estimate we assume that all these systems eventually merge, leaving some hydrogen-rich layers on the surface of the formed star. This is consistent in most of the cases with the findings from our computational simulations for our standard assumption of using the entire orbital energy change to eject the envelope ($\text{CEE} = 1$, as we will introduce and discuss in Sect. 4.1). Thus, $f_{q_{i}} \sim \text{IQF}_{0.4}^{0.4} \sim 0.33$. The projection of the initial parameter space for this channel at the log $P - q$ plane is depicted in magenta on the left panel of Fig. 1. The donor star in such systems originate from a roughly similar period in $M_1$ space as main-sequence mergers ($f_{M_1,i} \sim \text{IMF}_{0.5} \sim 1.25$). In contrast, binaries of less extreme mass ratio are able to either follow a phase of stable mass transfer onto the secondary star or are assumed to always survive a CEE by ejecting the envelope, avoiding a merger. Such donors are expected to eventually produce a hydrogen-poor, stripped-envelope SN, not contributing to the SN II population that we focus on in this study. We find $X_{\text{postMS+MS mergers}} \sim C \times 0.136 \sim 15\%$.

**Mass gainers.** SN II progenitors that gained mass through accretion are produced from systems in which an earlier SN occurred from the primary, probably of hydrogen-poor type. In addition, that prior SN needs to disrupt the system before the SN II from the secondary, otherwise the system will follow a reverse mass transfer phase. According to De Donder et al. (1997), Eldridge et al. (2011) and Renzo et al. (2019), disruption of the system occurs in roughly 80% of the cases after SN from the primary star. Binary disruption is significantly more probable for wider systems at the moment of explosion, as the gravitational potential energy needed to be succumbed is lower for larger separation. Although the binary separation at the moment of explosion is not similar to the initial one, systems formed in wide orbits are expected to end up in even wider orbits in general after a stable phase of mass transfer. For the purpose of our estimate we assume that all systems with initial period $0.7 \lesssim \log_{10} P \lesssim 3.0$ will get disrupted whereas the rest will not. So, $f_{P_{i}} \sim \text{IPF}_{0}^{3.0} \sim 0.66$. Also, areas of origin of the previously discussed merger paths are excluded. Thus, we consider mass ratios $q \gtrsim 0.4$ and $f_{q_{i}} \sim \text{IQF}_{0.4}^{0.4} \sim 0.66$. The initial parameter space for this path is depicted in light brown in the right panel of Fig. 2, as it is the secondary star that leads to a SN II. If the secondary is initially below the mass threshold of $8 M_\odot$ for core-collapse, it needs to accrete part of the primary’s mass to become massive enough to explode as well. This is more likely for higher mass primaries because they can potentially transfer more mass onto their companions, which are on average more massive initially anyway. Thus, we roughly assume that this path
requires $M_1 \gtrsim 10 M_\odot$, thus $f_{M,1,i} \sim \text{IMF}^{25}_{10} \sim 0.67$, which results in $X_{\text{mass gainers}} \sim C \times 0.146 \sim 16\%$.

**Reverse mergers.** Finally, reverse mergers mostly originate from intermediate-mass systems in which the primary does not explode before the merger but instead leaves a stripped core or even a white dwarf (Z17). Consequently, the primary mass $M_1$ is below the mass threshold of $8 M_\odot$ for SNe or slightly above if it loses mass during its MS, thus not forming a massive enough core to collapse. We assume here that they originate from binary systems with $5 < M_1/M_\odot < 9$, which leads to $f_{M,1,i} \sim \text{IMF}^{2}_{\text{postMS}} \sim 1.27$. As the secondary in these systems initially has an even lower mass, it needs to accrete a considerable amount of gas during the first mass transfer phase from the primary, in order to surpass the SN mass threshold. This can be achieved mainly in close binary systems where mass transfer occurs at the early evolutionary stages of the stars and is expected to be more conservative. Thus, here we assume that they originate predominantly from systems that interact the first time during the primary’s MS, with $\log_{10} P \lesssim 0.7$. At the same time, early merging during the initial mass transfer from the primary needs to be avoided, so we exclude the appropriate region of the parameter space, allowing only for $q \gtrsim 0.65$, as shown with dark brown in the right panel of Fig. 2. This results in $f_{p,1} \sim \text{IPF}^{0.65}_{0.7} \sim 0.2$ and $f_{q,1} \sim \text{IQF}^{0.65}_{0.65} \sim 0.27$. So, $X_{\text{reverse mergers}} \sim C \times 0.035 \sim 4\%$.

In summary, based on these simple estimates for a population including 50% binary systems, we estimate the probability of a SN II progenitor to experience a certain evolutionary path to be

\begin{equation}
X_{\text{single stars}} \sim 56\%,
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
X_{\text{mass gainers}} \sim 16\%,
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
X_{\text{MS+MS mergers}} \sim 8.5\%,
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
X_{\text{postMS+MS mergers}} \sim 15\%,
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
X_{\text{reverse mergers}} \sim 4\%.
\end{equation}

This indicates that, while single stellar evolution scenarios are common, the fraction of SN II progenitors that are expected to follow binary channels is very significant, possibly about half. One important reason for this is that, according to our simple estimates, most massive binaries are expected to lead to exactly one Type II SN event, either from the mass gaining star or from a hydrogen-rich merger.

**Stripped-envelope SNe.** In this work we do not focus on stripped-envelope SNe, but we can use the same simple framework to estimate their relative rate compared to SNe II. This ratio can directly be compared to the findings of transient surveys after correcting for biases.

Single stars of mass $M_1 \gtrsim 25 M_\odot$ get stripped due to wind mass loss, contributing to stripped-envelope SNe (although the exact mass threshold is model-dependent, e.g., Heger et al. 2003; Georgy et al. 2012). We assume that binaries with donors in the same mass range will also lead to one stripped-envelope event. This is justified because in almost all cases there will be a binary product (the mass loser, the mass gainer or the merger product) that will not retain its hydrogen-rich envelope up to explosion because of its high wind mass-loss rate. For simplicity we neglect the possibility of both stars in the binary to end up in stripped-envelope SNe. Following the IMF we get that $f_{M,1,i} \sim \text{IMF}^{100}_{25} \sim 0.25$, where we adopted the typical the upper limit of 100 $M_\odot$ for stellar populations without significantly affecting the value.

The main binary path for stripped-envelope SNe involves the removal of the hydrogen-rich layers of the primary due to stable RLOF onto the secondary companion. This evolutionary scenario is similar to that followed by systems that produce the mass gain progenitors for SNe II, because it is the explosion of the stripped-envelope primary that disrupts the binary. We use the same assumptions for the boundaries in the parameters space of $P$ and $q$ as in that channel, having $f_{p,1} \sim \text{IPF}^{0.7}_{0.6} \sim 0.66$ and $f_{q,1} \sim \text{IQF}^{0.6}_{0.4} \sim 0.66$. Stripping can also occur during a CEE that avoids merging (favored in initially wide orbits), but this should be a minor contribution which we will neglect for this simple estimate. The progenitor needs to be massive enough at birth to explode eventually, with $M_1 > 8 M_\odot$ and thus $f_{M,1} \sim \text{IMF}^{25}_{8} = 1$.

Thus combining our estimates for these two paths toward stripped-envelope SNe we get that the ratio of them to SNe II:

\begin{equation}
X_{\text{stripped/II}} = X_{\text{stripped}}/X_{\text{SNIa,all paths}} = X_{\text{stripped}}/1
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
= C \times [(\text{IMF}^{25}_{8} \times \text{IQF}^{1.0}_{0.4} \times \text{IPF}^{1.0}_{0.7} \times X_{\text{bin}}) + \text{IMF}^{100}_{25}] \sim 0.52.
\end{equation}

So SNe II are expected to occur roughly 2 times more than stripped-envelope ones according to our analytical estimate. This is consistent with observations as we discuss in Sect. 5.

4. Results from population synthesis simulations

In this section we present the results from our numerical population synthesis simulations that explore the significance of the different evolutionary routes toward Type II SN progenitors. We describe our computational method in Sect. 4.1. We present and discuss our findings and their robustness in Sect. 4.2. We compare our numerical results with our analytical estimate in Sect. 4.3 and with previous theoretical studies in Sect. 4.4.

4.1. Computational method

We use the stellar population synthesis code binary_c, developed by Izzard et al. (2009, 2006, 2004), including updates by de Mink et al. (2013) and Schneider et al. (2015), as well as Z17 and Zapartas et al. (2017b) that focus on core-collapse SNe. The code allows us to simulate the evolution of stars based on analytical fitting formulae (Hurley et al. 2000) to the detailed single stellar models by Pols et al. (1998), accounting for possible binary interactions (Hurley et al. 2002).

With this code we simulate the evolution of populations of both single and binary stellar systems. We follow the evolution of each star from the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) to the point that it forms either a white dwarf or explodes as a SN, leaving behind a neutron star or black hole. In this study we focus on the SN progenitors that have retained a hydrogen envelope at the moment of explosion and will produce a SN II. The rest of the core-collapse events originating from progenitors without a hydrogen-rich envelope are counted as stripped-envelope SNe.

We follow a similar approach as in Z17, adopting the same treatment of physical processes and the same distributions for the initial parameters of single and binary systems. We account for the uncertainties in our input assumptions by varying one at a time the parametrized physical processes and initial conditions of the population. Below we briefly describe the adopted standard assumptions as well as the variations that are most relevant for this work. We refer to Z17 and references therein for a more extensive description and discussion of the simulations. A list of all the variations in our input assumptions can be found.
in Table 1, where we also link each varied parameter with the corresponding simulation of Z17 whenever possible.

We account for mass loss due to stellar winds in different stages of stellar evolution (Vink et al. 2000, 2001; Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager 1990; Hamann et al. 1995) as described in Z17. We treat the uncertainty in the winds (Smith 2014, for a review) by multiplying the mass-loss rate by a universal factor $\eta = 0.1, 0.3, 3$ in our model variations.

For binary stellar systems we account for the effect of tides (Zahn 1977; Hut 1980, 1981). During a RLOF mass transfer phase, we remove as much mass as needed from the donor star in order for it to remain inside its Roche lobe. We limit the accretion efficiency, $\beta$, not allowing the companion to accrete more than ten times its thermal rate, meaning that $M_{\text{accretor}}/\text{Helmholtz}$ (Hurley et al. 2002; Schneider et al. 2015) in our fiducial model.

We assume that the mass lost from the system carries specific angular momentum equal to that of the accreting star (parameter $\gamma$; van den Heuvel 1994). In our model variations we consider also extreme variations in $\beta$ and $\gamma$ to consider very conservative and highly non-conservative mass transfer, as described in Z17. For the further evolution of mass gainers we assume that their internal structure adapts to their new mass as described in Braun & Langer (1995), taking into account possible rejuvenation due to mixing of fresh material in the core (Tout et al. 1997; de Mink et al. 2013; Schneider et al. 2015).

Unstable mass transfer or the swelling of the accreting star may lead to contact of the two stars and possibly CEE. We assume this to occur at the onset of RLOF for binary systems with a mass ratio more extreme than a critical value, $q_{\text{crit}}$, which depends on the evolutionary phase of the star that is filling its Roche lobe. RLOF can occur when the donor is in its MS phase (where we assume $q_{\text{crit,MS}} \equiv 0.65$), when the star is crossing the HG ($q_{\text{crit,HG}} \equiv 0.4$, following Hurley et al. 2002 and de Mink et al. 2014), or when it is a giant-like star, where we follow the $q_{\text{crit}}$ prescription of Hurley et al. (2002). This prescription is very simplified and we therefore consider large variations on these critical parameters. We assume that systems that come into contact during their MS evolution eventually merge, after losing a fraction $\mu_{\text{loss}} \equiv 0.1$ of the mass in the process and having $h_{\text{max}} \equiv 0.1$ of hydrogen-rich material mixed in the core of the new star (Lombardi et al. 1995, 1996; Gaburov et al. 2008; de Mink et al. 2013). If the donor has evolved off its MS, CEE is triggered. This process is treated according to the energy balance prescription of Webbink (1984), implementing the efficiency parameter for envelope ejection $\alpha_{\text{CEE}}$, that represents the fraction of the lost orbital energy that is used in the ejection of the common envelope. We adopt the value of unity for this parameter in our standard assumptions, but consider variations up to one order of magnitude. The envelope mass distribution of the donor, which is needed to calculate its binding energy and is represented with the parameter $\lambda_{\text{CEE}}$, is calculated following Dewi & Tauris (2000, 2001) and Tauris & Dewi (2001). CEE can lead either to the ejection of the common envelope, leaving a binary system of tighter orbit, or alternatively to the merger of the two stars. The further evolution of a merger product is simulated as described in Hurley et al. (2002) and de Mink et al. (2013).

We compute the possibility of disruptions of binary systems due to mass loss during a SN (Blaauw 1961) and to the natal kick of the compact remnant. We assume random velocity natal kicks following a $1D$ Maxwellian distribution with a root-mean-square of $\sigma_{\text{kick}} = 265 \text{km s}^{-1}$ (Hobbs et al. 2005). In one of the model variations that we consider, we account for the possibility that some stars result in a direct collapse without producing a bright transient and thus are undetectable (e.g., O’Connor & Ott 2011; Ugliano et al. 2012). Although the final outcome of a star is very sensitive to its initial mass (e.g. Sukhbold et al. 2016), in that variation we treat it in a more simplified way, assuming that all stars that form a core more massive than the one equivalent to a single star of $M_{\text{max,ccSN}} = 20 M_\odot$ initial mass do not produce a detectable event. In order to account for the uncertainty in the minimum initial mass for ccSNe, $M_{\text{min,ccSN}}$, we run simulations where we vary this parameter by changing the carbon-oxygen core mass threshold for a core-collapse accordingly, as in Z17.

For our standard simulation we assume that the initial mass $M_1$ of single stars as well as of the primary stars in a binary system, follow a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function with a slope for massive stars of $\alpha_{\text{IMF}} = -2.3$. The initial mass ratio distribution is flat, which means it follows a power-law of exponent $\kappa = 0$, between $0.1 < q = M_2/M_1 < 1$. The initial period distribution between $0.15 < \log_{10}(P/\text{day}) < 3.5$ is assumed flat in the logarithmic space (with a power-law of exponent $\gamma = 0$) for systems with initial primary mass $M_1 < 15 M_\odot$, whereas we follow Sana et al. (2012) for higher mass binary systems. The latter favors short period systems ($\gamma = -0.55$). For our standard simulation we adopt a metallicity of $Z = 0.014$.

For our numerical simulations, we computed a grid of $10^4$ single stars spread logarithmically in the initial mass parameter space, which ranges from $3$ to $100 M_\odot$. For binary systems, in which the initial configuration is determined mainly by the initial masses of the two stars and the initial orbital period, we investigate the parameter space by computing $150 \times 150 \times 150 \approx 3.4 \times 10^8$ systems in the same parameter ranges as mentioned above, for our standard simulation. For simulations where we vary our assumptions, the resolution of the grid is lowered by half for each of these three initial parameters.

The main difference between this work and Z17 is that we make a more conservative assumption for the binary fraction of $f_{\text{bin}} = 0.5$ for most of our simulations. This is lower compared to the value 0.7 used in the grid of models of Z17, which however we still include as a variation. This is motivated by the empirical estimates of the binary fraction of early B-type stars that dominate the populations of SNeII. These estimates seem to favor a lower value than in the case of O-type stars (e.g., Duchêne & Kraus 2013; Moe & Di Stefano 2017). We perform simulations for various binary fractions as well as for a simplified assumption of a mass dependent binary fraction, $f_{\text{bin}}(M)$, as described in Z17.

In presenting our findings, the main values correspond to our fiducial simulation adopting a set of standard assumptions. The uncertainty ranges shown refer to the largest differences found in our simulations when varying one-by-one the model parameters. In the uncertainty ranges that we quote in the rest of this study, we do not include the effect of different assumed binary fractions, although we consider them in our variations. The reason is that our findings by definition scale directly with the binary fraction. This usually dominates the uncertainty and thus obscures effects of the other parameter changes. We include the results of these simulations in Models 45–47 of Table 1.

4.2. Numerical estimates of the SN relative rates and sensitivity to uncertainties

The results for our fiducial simulation following our standard set of assumptions as well as all the variations, are shown in Table 1. For each simulation, we compute the expected fraction of SNII progenitors that follow any of the possible evolutionary channels.
Figure 3 shows a graphical summary of the predicted fraction of SN II progenitors that have evolved as effectively single stars (white) or that have interacted with a binary companion (colored). The main fraction shown for each channel is the outcome for our set of standard assumptions whereas the range quoted in parenthesis depicts the minimum and maximum value found in our variations, assuming an initial binary fraction of 50%.

We find that approximately half to two-thirds of SNe II, 47%–67% for all variations depicted in Fig. 3, do not experience mass exchange by RLOF. This is either because they were born as single stars or because they have companions in very wide orbits, with $P \gtrsim 1500$ days (e.g., Yoon et al. 2017). Thus our computational results show that the slight majority of SNe II originate from progenitors that lived their lives in isolation, even when binarity is taken into account.

The remaining SN II progenitors (slightly below half for our standard assumptions) experienced mass exchange with their binary companions before explosion according to our simulations. This may include either accretion from the primary onto the companion star or merging of the two stars at some point during their evolution. Although the contribution of individual binary channels may significantly change in all model variations that we consider here (as discussed in the remainder of this subsection), the total fraction of progenitors that experience binary interaction is always significant in all model variations, that is, never lower than about a 1/3 of all Type II SNe. The main effect of varying initial distributions and physical parameters is to affect the relative contribution of binary evolution channels producing SNe II with only a small effect on the total contribution.

The fraction of SN II progenitors with binary interaction is only marginally dependent on most of the parameters considered in this work. The resulted fraction changes slightly on variation of parameters such as the slope of the IMF (Models 32–34), the mass accretion efficiency $\beta$ (Models 1–3), the strength of wind mass loss (parameter $\eta$, Models 25–25), and the metallicity $Z$ (Models 39–44). The rate is sensitive to the fraction of close binary systems in our populations ($f_{\text{bin}}$, Models 45–47 and 00 of Z17 in Table 1). A higher $f_{\text{bin}}$ increases the fraction of SN II progenitors that experience mass gain or merge (and a corresponding decrease of the ones that lived as effectively single stars).

An increase in the total fraction of progenitors that experienced binary interaction and in particular those resulting from mergers after a common envelope phase (postMS+MS) is found in simulations where we have assumed a low value for the common envelope efficiency parameter $\alpha_{\text{CEE}}$ (Models 12 and 13). A similar increase of binary progenitors occurs when we increase the number of systems that experience unstable RLOF, that is, for high values of $q_{\text{crit}}$. The increase is mainly due to the more likely occurrence of postMS+MS mergers, initiated during the HG phase of the donor star (Models 23 and 24). The opposite trend is found in simulation where we assume lower values of $\alpha_{\text{CEE}}$, which results in more systems that successfully eject the envelope and avoid merging. This increases the number of stars that get stripped of their hydrogen-rich envelopes and thus do not produce SNe II. An increase in the rate of SN II progenitors that experienced binary interaction is also observed for initial period distributions that favor binary systems with tight orbits (Model 38), as they result in mass exchange being even more probable.

In the remainder of this section we briefly discuss the main evolutionary scenarios and the sensitivity of their rates to variations of the assumed parameters. At the end of this section we also discuss two scenarios with minor contribution (listed as “spiraled in during CEE” and “partially stripped”), also shown in Table 1.
Mass gainers. Approximately 14% (3% to 18%) of SN II progenitors accrete mass through RLOF from an initially more massive companion and are later ejected from the binary system when the companion explodes. This prediction is particularly sensitive to assumptions concerning the evolution of the binary orbit during mass transfer and the SN kick of the primary.

This channel becomes less significant if we assume high angular momentum loss during the mass transfer phase from the primary, which results in more mergers or in tighter orbits after mass transfer (Model 5). Lower rates are also found in simulations in which a larger fraction of systems go through a CEE phase (high values of $q_{\text{crit}}$, Models 23 and 24). We note that many of these systems will still produce a Type II SN after possible merging. The rate of this channel is also low in the absence of a natal SN kick during the explosion of the primary (Model 10) because more systems stay bound. Such systems eventually experience a reverse mass transfer phase. In many cases we expect a stripped-envelope SN from the secondary star.

A slight increase in the contribution of this channel to Type II binary SN progenitors occurs in our variations of initial distributions that favor massive secondaries, with masses similar to that of their primaries, and wider orbits (Models 36 and 37). This is mostly because the contribution of the merger channels decreases.

The relative importance of this channel is not very sensitive to most of the remaining parameters we consider, such as the mass accretion efficiency $\beta$ (Models 1–3), the treatment of CEE ($\alpha_{\text{CEE}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{CEE}}$, Models 12–18), and the metallicity $Z$ (Models 39–44), and is only slightly sensitive to the slope of the IMF ($\alpha_{\text{IMF}}$, Models 32–34).

MS+MS mergers. About 31% (12% to 44%) of all SN II progenitors in our simulations originate from merger products of two stars in a binary system. A subset of these, contributing about 6% (1% to 17%) of all SNe II, come from a progenitor star that was the product of a merger between two main sequence stars.

The highest and lowest occurrence values of this group correspond to initial distributions favoring shorter and wider orbits, respectively (Models 37 and 38). This is because MS+MS mergers can only occur in initially tight systems ($P \lesssim 5–10$ days). The rate of this channel is also lower in our models of lower metallicity, because in those cases stars are slightly more compact and expand less during their MS phase. It is hence less probable that they fill their Roche lobe and merge during this evolutionary phase. The rest of the parameters do not significantly influence the fraction of SNe II originating from this binary merger path.

We find that the contribution of this channel is not very sensitive to assumptions concerning the treatment of mass loss ($\mu_{\text{loss}}$, Models 6 and 7 in Table 1) and mixing ($\mu_{\text{mix}}$, Models 8 and 9) for merger products.

postMS+MS mergers. Around 14% (6% to 39%) of Type II SNe originate from mergers where the primary has evolved off the MS (postMS) before merging with its less massive, fairly unevolved MS companion.

The fraction of Type II SNe arising from this channel is robust against variations of the mass accretion efficiency $\beta$ (Models 1–3), the slope of the IMF (Models 32–34), and the metallicity $Z$ (Models 39–44). The prediction is sensitive to the number of binary systems that go through a CEE phase and the treatment of this process, that is, the parameter $q_{\text{crit,HRG}}$ that controls how extreme the difference in mass of the two stars needs to be to trigger CEE. In case of the extreme assumption that all postMS mass transfer episodes lead to CEE (Model 24), the fraction of SNe II from these mergers reaches around 39%. This variation also leads to the highest total fraction of SN II progenitors that experience binary interaction, bringing it above half. Simulations of low $\alpha_{\text{CEE}}$, that result in more mergers after the CEE phase, also increase the fraction of postMS+MS mergers. An increase is also observed for simulations of high angular momentum loss during the mass transfer phase (Model 5) because it leads to tight orbits and eventual merging.

Conversely, one of the lowest fractions of postMS+MS mergers is found in our simulations in which we adopt an initial mass ratio distribution favoring companions with masses close to that of their primary stars ($\kappa = 1$; Model 36), because this increases the fraction of systems that undergo stable mass transfer. Similar low rates for this channel are found for high values of $\alpha_{\text{CEE}}$ (e.g., Model 10) which reduces the fraction of systems that merge during CEE.

Reverse mergers. In our suite of simulations, a significant fraction of 11% (1% to 16%) of Type II SNe originate from binary systems where reverse RLOF from the secondary toward the primary star triggers the merger.

The contribution of this scenario decreases for simulations in which the secondary stars have low relative initial masses (e.g., $\kappa = -1$; Model 35) or do not accrete enough mass from the primary during the first phases of mass transfer (i.e., for low accretion efficiency $\beta$; Models 1 and 2). This prevents the secondaries from having high mass at the moment of reverse mass transfer and reduces the possibility of scenarios that lead to SNe after the reverse mergers. In addition, this scenario becomes significantly less probable in cases that CEE results mostly in ejection of the envelope, avoiding the merger (e.g., $\alpha_{\text{CEE}} > 1$; Models 15–18).

Minority channels. A very small fraction, 1% (0% to 2%), of SN II progenitors originate from the secondary stars in binary systems that experienced CEE during an unstable mass transfer episode from the initially more massive primary. They survive the spiral-in during the CEE phase, avoiding merging with the core of the primary. They are subsequently ejected from the system due to the SN of the primary and later produce a SN II themselves, similarly to the scenario of the mass gainers. The main difference is that, as CEE is a very fast phase compared to the evolutionary timescale especially of the accretor (e.g., Ivanova et al. 2013), we do not expect the progenitors to accrete a significant amount of mass during spiral-in. Thus, the secondary stars that are initially not massive enough for a SN, will still not be able to collapse even after CEE. Another reason of the low contribution of this channel is that the orbit after the CEE is tight and the system cannot be easily disrupted during the first SN, thus the secondary cannot eventually produce a SN II. The fraction increases when we assume high $\alpha_{\text{CEE}}$ values or wide initial orbits (Models 17 and 37, respectively), in which cases the orbits after CEE are relatively wider and easier to get disrupted.

We also find a very small fraction of SN II progenitors from stars that initiated mass transfer toward a companion, either stable or unstable, but were only partially stripped of their hydrogen-rich envelope prior to explosion. The main reason for their low contribution is that, in our simulations, mass transfer usually leads to the almost complete removal of the hydrogen-rich envelope of the donor star, leaving a helium-rich core as a remnant and thus resulting in stripped-envelope SNe (possibly of Type Ib or Ic). We find that the fraction of partially stripped Type II SNe becomes non-negligible (>1%) only for very low metallicities (e.g., Models 39 and 40). For predictions
concerning this channel we believe it is better to refer to the results of studies that presented detailed calculation of the stellar structures (Yoon et al. 2017; Götberg et al. 2017; Eldridge et al. 2018).

**Stripped-envelope SNe.** We also compute the ratio of stripped-envelope SNe to all core-collapse events for all our simulations. In Table 1, we see that for our standard assumptions $R_{\text{stripped}/\text{II}} \approx 0.53$, which is very similar to our analytical estimate. In our population synthesis we can study the contributions of all the possible binary evolutionary channels to stripped-envelope SNe. For our standard assumptions, we find that effectively single stars that get stripped through high wind mass loss only contribute to 1/4 of all stripped-envelope SNe. Primaries that experience stable mass transfer to the secondary have a similar contribution. The latter scenario is the only binary channel for stripped-envelope SNe considered in our analytical approach and is the same that also leads to Type II SNe from the mass gainers secondary stars in case they are massive enough after their likely ejection. The rest of the hydrogen-poor events originate from other binary channels that in most cases include either the ejection of the envelope of the primary during CEE, or a merger product that eventually gets stripped through its own wind mass loss, or the stripping of the secondary star during a reverse mass transfer that does not lead to merging. Thus, we see that although our analytical estimate had produced a similar value of $R_{\text{stripped}/\text{II}}$ to our numerical results, it could not account for the wealth of binary channels that can lead to hydrogen-poor events.

The predicted value of $R_{\text{stripped}/\text{II}}$ is mainly sensitive to the assumptions for the stellar wind efficiency ($\eta$, e.g., Models 25 and 26) and to metallicity $Z$ (Models 39–44). Higher wind mass-loss rates lead to stripping of the hydrogen-rich layers of progenitors of lower initial mass, making the rate of stripped-envelope SNe comparable to SNe II. Similarly, for high metallicity wind mass-loss rates are enhanced, which has the same effect. Interestingly, even for inefficient winds and low metallicities the ratio does not drop below around 0.25 as binarity provides a mechanism for envelope stripping which is much less metallicity dependent and that dominates the stripped-envelope SN production in those conditions. A caveat here is that our simulations cannot treat partially stripping well, which can become important for low metallicities (Yoon et al. 2017; Götberg et al. 2017).

Low relative rates of stripped-envelope SNe are also found for assumptions that favor merging during CEE (e.g., high values of $q_{\text{crit,16C}}$, Models 23 and 24) or extreme angular momentum loss during stable RLOF and subsequent merging (Model 5). Simulations that disfavor high mass stars (Models 33 and 34) or where we assume that no transient event is produced from these stars (Model 29) reduce the contribution of stripped-envelope SNe.

### 4.3. Birth parameters of Type II SN progenitors and comparison with analytical estimate

The fraction of expected SN II progenitors with prior binary interaction from our fiducial simulation, $\sim 45\%$, is in good agreement with our analytical estimates in Sect. 3. The same holds roughly for the relative contribution of each channel, with the exception of reverse merger scenario, that we discuss below.

In order to further understand the relative contribution of each channel we study the initial binary configurations that lead to each scenario in our fiducial simulation, shown in Fig. 4. In the top panels the initial primary mass distribution is depicted. In all the channels apart from reverse mergers, the main contribution is coming from systems with initial primary mass of around $\sim 10 M_\odot$ and declines for higher masses mainly due to the IMF (panels a–c). We also see a significant contribution from masses $< M_{\text{min,ccSN}} \approx 7.5 M_\odot$ that is expected uniquely from binary systems due to mass exchange between the stars (e.g., Z17). The latter is the dominant scenario for reverse mergers (panel d in Fig. 4). The mass ranges that we assumed in our analytical estimate (colored arrows on top of panels a–d) are roughly consistent with our numerical results.

In the bottom panels of Fig. 4 we show the birth period and mass ratio parameters for each evolutionary scenario in our standard simulation (colored 2D histograms). For comparison, we also show the boundaries followed in our analytical estimate (dashed-line boxes), the latter being identical to the boxes of Fig. 2. The regions of origin of each scenario are in general agreement between our numerical and analytical approach. This agreement is partly expected because of some similar assumptions between our simulations and the analytical estimate, for example, the $\eta$-values used in our simulations (Models 39–44). However, the birth regions in our numerical simulations have less clear boundaries in the parameter space and some differences with the simplified analytical boundaries are discussed below.

As expected, MS+MS mergers mainly originate from binary systems of short orbits and preferentially of unequal masses. According to our simulations, also stars in very tight binary systems of $\log_{10} P \lesssim 0.4$ ($\sim 2.5$ days) cannot avoid merging regardless of the mass ratio, so even close to equal mass systems with $q > q_{\text{crit}} = 0.65$ (top left corner of panel f of Fig. 4). These systems experience very conservative mass transfer which initially shrinks the orbit. Thus, the secondary star, which gradually becomes more massive, eventually fills its Roche lobe too, leading to merging.

In our standard simulation we see that SNe II originating from mergers of an evolved star with a MS one can also result from initially very wide systems of almost equal mass components (top right corner of panel g of Fig. 4). These are systems where the evolutionary timescale of the secondary star is similar to that of the donor, and thus it has also evolved off its MS at the start of CEE. The energy released during the spiral-in of the core of the secondary is not enough to unbind the much more massive common envelope, which consists of the two hydrogen-rich envelopes of the stellar components, and these systems tend to merge. This complicated evolutionary path has been ignored in our analytical calculations for simplicity and indeed the rate of this channel is low enough that it would not have changed the general results. In addition, we also find that the postMS+MS merger channel becomes less efficient for periods $\log_{10} P \gtrsim 2.0$ due to an increased probability of successful ejection of the common envelope in these systems, which we ignored for simplicity in our analytical estimate.

The discrepancy between the numerical and the analytical results in the rate of the reverse merger channel is more significant ($\sim 11\%$ in our standard simulation compared to $\sim 4\%$ in our analytical estimate). Differences are also found in the birth parameters of this channel in the two methods. The assumption of our simple estimate that SNe II from reverse mergers mostly originate from close binary systems of stars with similar masses (that experience close to conservative mass transfer) is consistent with our simulations, as seen in the top left corner of panel h of Fig. 4. However, the region in the parameter space in which these mergers lead to Type II SNe is broader in our models, originating also from wider systems than assumed in the analytical approach. This is because reverse mergers are a diverse group involving the coalescence of two stars that can be in various stages of their evolution (Z17). Reverse mergers from initially
wide systems form massive enough cores to collapse, according to our models, although they have lost big part of their initial masses during mass transfer. They usually involve the merging of two stars almost at the end of their evolution, typically after the helium core exhaustion of the secondary.

4.4. Comparison with previous theoretical studies

Previous studies have addressed the role of binarity on Type II SNe, either by presenting an overview of all the available binary channels for these events or by focusing on selected scenarios. In general we find that our results are in good agreement.

Podsiadlowski et al. (1992, hereafter P92) were the first, as far as we know, to quantify the impact of different evolutionary channels that massive single and binary stars between 8–20 $M_{\odot}$ may follow and to thereby estimate the implications for the diversity of core-collapse SNe. They estimate that around 37% of systems that include at least one massive star will experience binary interaction (Fig. 16 of P92). Our result of ~46% (33% to 53%) of Type II SNe that experienced binary interaction is similar to the value in P92. The main reason for this discrepancy is probably a different assumed fraction of stars which are in interacting binaries. P92 assumes a binary fraction of 50% and an initial period distribution that has a much wider range than assumed in our study. Such a distribution would be equivalent to a much lower $f_{\text{bin}} \approx 0.3$ in our assumed orbital period range. A second reason is that we account for SNe originating from binary systems containing intermediate-mass primary stars with $M_1 \lesssim M_{\text{min,ccSN}} \approx 8 M_{\odot}$, which were not considered by P92.

Our predicted relative rates of individual evolutionary channels are also consistent with those of P92. Specifically for the SNe II that come from MS+MS mergers (a few % in both studies), from secondary stars that survived a common envelope evolution (around 1%), and from primary stars that were partially stripped (2% in their work, <1% in this study). We predict slightly more SN II progenitors that gain mass from a companion (~14% compared to ~10% in their work), as P92 do not account for supernova kicks that can unbind the system. Without system disruption the secondary star could lose its hydrogen envelope during a phase of reverse mass transfer, and so not produce a Type II SN. We also predict a higher fraction of SNe II from mergers of a postMS star with a MS companion (~14% compared to ~4% in their case). This is mostly due to different assumptions in the initial mass-ratio distribution and in the treatment of CEE. Finally, our assumptions lead to predicting a significant fraction of Type II SNe from of the evolutionary paths that produce possible SNe II in their Fig. 16 is still approximately 100%.

---

1 The fractions in Fig. 16 of P92 are normalized to the total number of stellar systems between 8 and 20 $M_{\odot}$, not to the total number of Type II SNe. In principle, these two are not identical because some evolutionary channels may produce other Types of core-collapse supernovae (e.g., SNe Ib/c), avoid collapse, produce two Type II SNe from one system or lead to Type II SNe from other paths (for example from intermediate-mass binaries with $M_1 \leq 8 M_{\odot}$). However, the values can be used for a rough comparison; this can be seen by the fact that the sum
reverse mergers; the majority of these originate from systems with initially intermediate-mass stars. P92 do not consider this evolutionary path. Part of their predicted 14% of systems that lead to a WD/SNIa from the primary may produce a SN II if it merges with its companion.

Vanbeveren et al. (2013) focus on the expected rates of mergers during the HG phase of the donor (specifically, when the donor star still has a radiative envelope). Some of these may produce BSG SN II progenitors, as might some from our category of postMS + MS mergers. For similar assumptions (e.g., \( \alpha_{\text{DMF}} = 2.3, \alpha_{\text{CE}} = 1 \)) they find that roughly one-third to half of binary systems will initiate mass transfer during this phase. A large portion of them will eventually merge, although they show, as we do, that this outcome is sensitive to model assumptions. If we adopt their computed rate for these mergers to crudely estimate the predicted fraction of SNe II that are postMS + MS mergers, for \( f_{\text{run}} = 0.5 \), we find their values, close to 20–25%, are roughly consistent with our predicted 14% (6–39%) fraction.

The fraction of SN II progenitors our calculations predict to have gained mass and then been ejected from their binary system as runaway stars is very similar to that found in Eldridge et al. (2011). Their Table 11 states that slightly more than 10% of SN II progenitors are predicted to follow this scenario, in good agreement with the rate from our standard model (15% of SNe II).

Eldridge et al. (2018) have modeled the light curves of Type II SN II progenitors originating from each evolutionary channel. They also conclude that binarity plays a crucial role in the diversity of Type II SNe. Binary interactions naturally influence the variety of light curves, in large part by altering the final masses of the hydrogen-rich envelopes of the SN progenitors. Eldridge et al. (2018) also estimate the fraction of each light-curve type (e.g., Type II-P, II-L, etc) from their model population. However, as they mention, their population synthesis calculation is sparse and they only take into account the primary star of each system. Our simulations predict a significant contribution to the Type II SN population from mass-gaining secondary stars or reverse-merger progenitors.

We do not simulate the light curves from the binary products (as done in Eldridge et al. 2018). However, if we make broad assumptions about the dominant light-curve type from progenitors in each evolutionary channel, as discussed later in Sect. 5.2 and summarized in Table 2, their fractions of SN types are plausibly consistent with our results. One of the differences is that many binary systems in their study lead to partially or fully stripped progenitors (mostly ending up as Type Iib SNe) from channels that we predict to result in postMS + MS mergers and thus to produce SNe with more massive hydrogen-rich envelopes; this is mainly due to a different treatment of mass-transfer stability in the two codes.

### 5. Discussion

#### 5.1. Global comparison with observational rates of SNe II

Binarity adds a variety of evolutionary scenarios toward Type II SN progenitors. We do not expect that there is a one-to-one mapping between all progenitors from a broad binary evolution channel and an observed hydrogen-rich SN subtype. However, we consider it worth placing our predictions about the relative rates of each evolutionary path in the context of the observed fractions of the subtypes of Type II SNe.

Several groups have investigated the observational rates of Type II SNe from transient surveys (e.g., Smartt et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2011, Graur et al. 2017b, which is a revisit of the data presented in Li et al. 2011). Here we compare to the biased-corrected sample from Fig. 1 of Smith et al. (2011), and the overall volume-limited sample from Graur et al. (2017b). From these, we select only the hydrogen-rich SNe as defined in our study: Type II-P, II-L and In SN type (i.e., not including Type Ib).

Figure 5 compares the relative observed rates for SNe II with the predicted fractions of each evolutionary channel for Type II SNe (left column). The general comparison indicates that binary interactions should significantly contribute to determining the diversity seen in Type II SN populations.

Even the population of “normal” Type II-P SNe contains byproducts of binary evolution. Type II-P SNe, the most abundant SN subtype (see Fig. 5), and their RSG progenitors (see, e.g., Smartt et al. 2009) are usually assumed to have experienced a “normal” single-star evolution (e.g., Arcavi 2017 and references therein). Comparing the observed rates to our theoretical predictions indicates that the fraction of SN II progenitors that lived effectively as single stars is insufficient to account for all observed Type IIP SNe. Part of the Type II-P SNe progenitor population has experienced some kind of binary mass exchange before exploding. For our standard assumptions this would be roughly 1/3 of all Type II-P SNe. The exact value is subject to the model uncertainties (discussed in Sect. 4.2 and Table 1), as well as to uncertainties in the empirical rates. However, according to our models, Type II-P SNe could only originate entirely

---

### Table 2. Summary of speculative properties for the Type II SN progenitors originating from each evolutionary channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computed fraction (^{(c)})</th>
<th>Mass gainers</th>
<th>MS+MS mergers</th>
<th>postMS+MS mergers</th>
<th>Reverse mergers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single stars</td>
<td>55% (47%–67%)</td>
<td>14% (3%–18%)</td>
<td>6% (1%–17%)</td>
<td>14% (6%–39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Effectively)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11% (1%–16%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** Discussed in section: \(^{(a)}\) 4.2 (Fig. 3), \(^{(b)}\) 5.2, \(^{(c)}\) 5.2.2, \(^{(d)}\) 5.4, \(^{(e)}\) 5.5, \(^{(f)}\) 2.

---

Single stars, or effectively single stars, which explode as hydrogen-rich SNe seem overwhelmingly likely to explode with sufficiently massive hydrogen-rich envelopes to produce Type II-P SNe. However we cannot exclude that, for example, mass loss through winds could mean that some explode without producing a plateau in their light curve. We do not expect effectively single stars to explode as BSGs, unless we assume extreme physical parameters (e.g., Langer 1991).

Stars that accrete mass during their MS, or merger products of MS+MS stars, rearrange their structures to resemble those of more massive single MS stars (see Sect. 2). Hence, to first order, it seems reasonable to expect that MS mass gainers and mergers produce a similar diversity of hydrogen-rich SNe as (effectively) single stars. However, it may well be that the post-interaction spin angular momentum sometimes leads to a significant effect on the SN. Also, post-merger and post-accretion structures are not always identical to true single-star structures, for example, regarding the helium profile outside the convective core.

Comparing to Fig. 5, the evolutionary channels described in the previous two paragraphs would be roughly enough by rate to explain the fraction of Type II-P SNe given by Smith et al. (2011), but not the combined rate of Type II-P and Type II-L SNe.

Some postMS+MS mergers and reverse mergers should also contribute to the rate of Type II SNe with a relatively normal range of envelope masses. Thus, they may produce similar observational signatures with single star progenitors. However, merger products can lead to peculiar envelope mass fractions, depending on how much mass they lose during their CEE phase. A subset of postMS+MS mergers are expected to increase the final envelope mass fractions enough to produce a BSG SN progenitor at explosion, and thereby to a SN 1987A-like explosion (e.g., Podsiajadowski et al. 1990; Podsiajadowski 1992; Menon & Heger 2017). If no reverse mergers contribute to the rate of SNe from exploding BSGs, then Fig. 5 suggests that roughly less than a third of postMS+MS mergers produce BSGs which explode as a SN 1987A-like event.

We cannot exclude that postMS+MS and reverse mergers sometimes lead to net loss of material from the hydrogen-rich envelope before re-adjustment of the merged star (e.g., after a CEE phase with most of the hydrogen-rich common envelope ejected). This possibility might help to explain how those channels could contribute to the Type II-L SN rate.

One channel occurs too rarely in our models to be shown in Fig. 1 and in Table 2. A small fraction of our SN progenitors are predicted to retain a hydrogen-rich layer after stable RLOF onto a companion. These partially stripped progenitors may lead to SNe with features resembling Type II-L or Type Ibn SNe (e.g., Yoon et al. 2010; Claeys et al. 2011; Morozova et al. 2016).

5.2.2. Circumstellar material

Type IIb and Type Ic SNe display clear evidence for interaction with nearby hydrogen-rich circumstellar material (CSM). It has also been argued that the physical conditions that lead to Type II-L SN lightcurves may not normally be due to progenitors with relatively low-mass envelopes but instead result from the occurrence of CSM that is less dense than in the case of Type Ibn SNe (e.g., Morozova et al. 2017). In that case, Type II-L SNe could be seen as less extreme cases of interaction with CSM as compared to Type Ibn SNe. In addition, some Type II-P events show transient observational features of CSM interaction soon after explosion (Smith et al. 2015; Khazov et al. 2016; Yaron et al. 2017).
If this CSM is a consequence of binary interactions, then in principle the CSM might be leftover matter from a late mass-transfer episode or merger (see, e.g., Smith & Arnett 2014). Our population of reverse mergers are predicted to have the shortest typical time difference between the merger and the SN compared to all other channels, on the order of 10^2 years for roughly half of the reverse-merger progenitors in our simulations. However, that typical time difference is still very long compared to the empirically-inferred time-lag between the mass ejection and the explosion for known Type IIn SNe, which is on the order of 10–100 years (Smith 2017). On the other hand, binary interaction may potentially be the origin of remaining material in the vicinity of the progenitor, but not as close in distance as in type IIn SNe. This has been suggested for example as an explanation of the ring structure around the SN 1987A progenitor (Morris & Podsiadlowski 2007).

The likelihood of binary interaction during just the final few years or decades before the SN event is very low, unless the interaction is caused by the immediate pre-SN evolution of the star. Inflation of the stellar envelope may indeed occur during the last phases of evolution, perhaps because of nuclear burning instabilities (e.g., Mcley & Soker 2014; Smith & Arnett 2014), or because of energy deposited from waves excited near the core (Fuller 2017). Alternatively, these internal stellar processes have been suggested as the main intrinsic cause of the CSM production, independently of binary interactions. Such CSM production due to internal processes or fine-tuned late expansion of a star close in time with the SN event is not included in our simulations.

Binary interactions might also lead to a stellar product which later ejects sufficient CSM to lead to observable consequences during the SN event, for example SN progenitors which are Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs, Smith et al. 2007; Smith & Tombleson 2015). Justham et al. (2014) find that suitable mergers and mass gainers could be LBV-like stars immediately before core collapse, possibly leading to a subset of Type IIn SNe. However, the specific mergers discussed in Justham et al. (2014) are not in our predicted population, due to different assumptions about mass-transfer stability.

5.2.3. Thermonuclear SNe from some reverse mergers

Typical observational signatures of explosions arising from the reverse merger channel are difficult to state confidently. The evolution of such merger products is highly uncertain. Some reverse mergers in which the primary formed a white dwarf prior to coalescence might perhaps produce thermonuclear explosions, similar to a Type Ia SNe, rather than core-collapse SNe. However, in contrast to a canonical Type Ia SN, the progenitor would be surrounded by hydrogen-rich layers (for further discussion of this channel see Z17). Some observed SNe which show Type IIn features are already believed to have been powered by thermonuclear explosions, such as SN 2002ic and SN 2005gj, usually called Type Ia-CSM (Hamuy et al. 2003; Kotak et al. 2004; Silverman et al. 2013), although other explanations arise naturally from some existing Type Ia SN models (e.g., Han & Podsiadlowski 2006; Wang et al. 2014).

5.2.4. Metallicity dependence

The different predicted evolutionary channels are not particularly sensitive to the metallicity, Z (models 39-44). The overall fractions of only two predicted evolutionary channels are sensitive to metallicity. First, we find that MS+MS mergers are less likely at lower metallicity, because the stars are less prone to interact during their main-sequence phase. Second, the production of SN progenitors which are partially stripped by stable mass transfer is more likely at low Z, because the progenitors are more likely to retain their remaining post-mass-transfer hydrogen-rich envelopes, due to lower rates of wind mass loss. Our models may well underestimate the true metallicity dependence of this partial stripping (see, e.g., Yoon et al. 2017; Göteborg et al. 2017).

Empirically, no significant dependence of Type II SN subtypes on the metallicity of the host galaxies is found in the Lick Observatory Supernova Search (Graur et al. 2017a,b). However, 1987A-like SNe have so far been found exclusively in low-metallicity host galaxies (Taddia et al. 2016; Graur et al. 2017b). If this is not a statistical accident from the small sample of discoveries, this might potentially point to 87A-like SNe originating from a specific class of post-MS+MS mergers that is metallicity dependent, or that the progenitors need low metallicity conditions to retain their structure as BSGs until their collapse.

5.3. Rate of stripped-envelope SNe compared with observations

In Fig. 5 we also compare the ratio of stripped-envelope SNe to Type II events. In both our analytical and our standard numerical results we find a value for the relative rate of stripped-envelope SNe compared to Type II events of roughly $R_{\text{stripped}/II} \sim 0.53$.

In Fig. 5 we also compare the ratio of stripped-envelope SNe to Type II events of roughly $R_{\text{stripped}/II} \sim 0.53$. Our simulations find that this ratio is quite robust to model assumptions, although it is dependent on metallicity, wind mass-loss efficiency, the possibility of no transient from very massive progenitors and the slope of the IMF (see Sect. 4.2 and Table 1). This value is consistent with the value of 0.56 and 0.46 inferred from observations by Smith et al. (2011) and Graur et al. (2017b), respectively, shown in Fig. 5. It is also roughly consistent with the observed relative rates from other studies too (e.g., Eldridge et al. 2013; Shivvers et al. 2017), find the ratio of $R_{\text{stripped}/II}$ to be around 0.61 and 0.43, respectively, where we have included the events classified as Type Iib, Ib and Ic in these studies as stripped-envelope SNe).

5.4. Surrounding environment and corresponding age of Type II SNe

Type II SN progenitors from a population that includes binary systems are on average expected to be part of older stellar populations than from the equivalent single star progenitors. The main reason for this is because progenitors that experienced mass transfer or merging have had typically a longer lifetime relative to the single star progenitors of similar final mass, leading to delay-times than cannot be reproduced by massive single stars ($\gtrsim 50$ Myrs up to 200 Myrs in extreme cases; De Donder & Vanbeveren 2003; Z17).

The longer delay-times also imply that the progenitors have more time to drift away from their birth location. This should be especially important for the channel of reverse mergers, in which the evolutionary lifetimes of the usually intermediate-mass components of the binary system are the longest prior to merging, on the order of tens of Myrs more than single star progenitors (Z17). The fact that one of the possible outcomes of this path may display signatures of CSM interaction (see Sect. 5.2) seems consistent with observational evidence that finds Type IIn SNe in low correlation with star-forming regions, pointing to lower mass progenitors than what was initially believed (Anderson et al. 2012; Habergham et al. 2014; Kuncarayakti et al. 2018).
On top of that, Type II SNe from mass gainers may have been ejected from their birthplace due to disruption of the binary system. These progenitors can thus be associated with a surrounding population that has characteristics that are not typical for star-forming regions (e.g., Renzo et al. 2019 find an average travel distance of ejected mass gainers until explosion of $\geq 100$ pc). The scenario of binary ejection has been proposed to explain the presumed isolation of LBV stars (Smith & Tombleson 2015, although see also Humphreys et al. 2016 and Smith 2016), which are potential progenitors of Type IIn SNe (Gal-Yam et al. 2007; Smith & Tombleson 2015).

Observations of the surrounding population of Type II SNe or of SN remnants can provide constraints on the evolutionary channels of their progenitors (e.g., Murphy et al. 2011; Williams et al. 2014; Jennings et al. 2014; Maund et al. 2014; Diaz-Rodriguez et al. 2018; Xiao et al. 2018; Auchettl et al. 2019). The tighter correlation of stripped-envelope SNe, such as Type Ib and Ic, with star-forming regions compared to SNe II (Anderson et al. 2012; Habergham et al. 2014; Kuncarayakti et al. 2018) can be interpreted as an indication that the former originate from a distinct mass range of higher-mass progenitors, possibly losing their envelope through winds. However, the fact that SNeII from binary systems are naturally expected to be found in older populations and possibly far away from their birthplaces, leaves room for an alternative interpretation in the context of stripped-envelope SNe originating predominantly from interacting binary progenitors. This is because, even if most stripped-envelope SN progenitors lose their envelope during RLOF and thus originating from a wider initial mass range than single Wolf–Rayet stars, they are still expected to have on average relative shorter delay-times and tighter correlation with star-forming regions compared to SNe II (De Donder & Vanbeveren 2003; Xiao & Eldridge 2015; Z17).

5.5. No stellar companions expected for Type II SNe

Our findings imply that the vast majority, if not almost all SN II progenitors, should not have a companion star in their vicinity at the moment of explosion. This is a consequence of the fact that all the dominant binary scenarios for SNeII involve either the merging of the two stars or, in the case of mass accretors, the ejection of the progenitor from the binary system due to a prior explosion. According to our simulations, only effectively single SN II progenitors that are in very wide binary systems (typically of $\geq 1500$ days period; e.g. Sana et al. 2012) will have a binary companion at the moment of explosion. This would imply that in case a companion is detected at the SN site of a Type II event, it has never exchanged mass with the progenitor star.

The exceptions are SN II progenitors that are partially stripped due to mass transfer onto a companion that is still there at the time of explosion, but this channel is found to be negligible for our standard assumptions. We also do not consider here the quite significant probability of the progenitor being a member of an initial triple or even higher-order system (Eggleton & Tokovinin 2008; Duchêne & Kraus 2013; Sana et al. 2014; Moe & Di Stefano 2017). In these cases, without considering the possible complications on the evolution of the inner binary system due to the third star (Toonen et al. 2016), merger channels that are discussed in this study would still have that star nearby at the time of explosion. For the cases of mass gainers, the fact that the progenitors will be ejected due to a prior explosion excludes the possibility of a nearby companion anyway.

The prediction of a fairly high abundance of companions at the moment of a SN II event is considerably different compared to the case of stripped-envelope, hydrogen-poor SNe (Type Ib, Ic, Ic-BL, Ibn). Zapartas et al. (2017b) made theoretical predictions about the companions of hydrogen-poor explosions, using the same code and very similar input assumptions. They find that the majority of stripped-envelope SNe are expected to have a companion at the moment of explosion, predominantly an unevolved star during its MS phase, which usually was the cause of the stripping of the SN progenitor.

There have been observational searches for companions of hydrogen-rich SNe. So far, none of these searches for companions of Type II SNe resulted in a detection, establishing upper limits on possible companions for the Type II-P SN 2005cs (Maund et al. 2005; Li et al. 2006), the Type II-P SN 2008bk (Mattila et al. 2008) and for the Type II-peculiar SN 1987A (Kochanek 2017). In addition, the Crab, which was probably a Type II SN, seems to lack a surviving companion (Kochanek 2018). Thus, our predictions are consistent with the so-far lack of companion detections in cases of SNe II and may pinpoint the reason for it.

6. Summary and conclusions

The aim of this study is to investigate the diversity of single and binary stellar evolutionary channels that Type II supernovae (“SNeII”, including Type II-P, Type II-L, Type IIn and possibly Type II-peculiar) progenitors may follow.

- A significant fraction of SN II progenitors, roughly between 1/2 and 1/3, are expected to interact with a companion before exploding. We arrive at these conclusions both by making simple analytical estimates (Sect. 3) and by performing population synthesis simulations (Sect. 4), with varying input parameters to account for the uncertainties.

- There is a variety of scenarios of binary interaction that SN II progenitors follow (Sect. 2). Almost all of them involve either mass accretion onto the progenitor star from its initially more massive companion or some type of merger. The importance of each of these channels varies for different assumptions, but we find that the overall rate of interacting binary progenitors is significant, even for extreme assumptions (Sect. 4).

- Merger scenarios for SN II progenitors are expected to be common (12%–44%) and not an exception. At the moment of merging the two stars can either be at the beginning of their life (MS+MS mergers), or one may have evolved past its main sequence phase (postMS+MS mergers). Alternatively, merging can be initiated by a reverse mass transfer phase of the initially less massive secondary toward the stripped remnant core of the primary (Sect. 4).

- The fraction of SN II progenitors that originate from secondary stars that accrete mass is also significant (3%–18%). These stars are ejected from the binary system due to the prior explosion of the primary, the former producing a SNII possibly far away from their birth location (Sect. 4).

- Although Type II-P progenitors as usually assumed to have originated from single-star evolution, our results imply that a significant fraction of them probably had mass exchange before exploding (Sect. 5.1). For our standard assumptions this is the case for about one-third of all Type II-P, although this is subject both to model and empirical uncertainties.

- The variety of the possible binary evolutionary channels may give rise to a diverse range of observed properties of SNe II and may account for at least part of the SNII subclasses, including Type IIn, Type II-L or Type II-peculiar from BSG progenitors (Sect. 5.2).
We find that a stripped-envelope SN is expected for around every two SNe II (Sect. 4), which is roughly consistent with the observed SN rates. We expect a fraction of SN II progenitors to have drifted away from their birthplace both because of their long delay times and because part of them will be ejected by their binary systems due to a prior explosion of the companion. This can lead to them being associated with older populations than expected from single stellar evolution (Sect. 5). No companions are predicted at the moment of explosion, save for companion stars in wide orbits that have not interacted with the progenitor (Sect. 5).

Our results show that a significant fraction of SNe II are expected to follow binary evolutionary channels. It would be interesting to study in more depth the impact of mass exchange due to binarity on the stellar structure of SN progenitors and use binary models as input to Type IIN simulations of the explosion mechanism (e.g., Burrows et al. 2006; Janka 2012), rather than the binary models of de Mink et al. (2012), which are used in this study and for his technical support.
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